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SOLAR ENERGY FARMS

Karl H. IMe-Y

School of Aerospace, Mechanical and Nuclear Engineering, University of Oklahoma.
Norman, Oklahoma

Sow merJY IOUKft, thoup lIttnICtive from an environmental scandplint,
_ffu from iDeermituftCy aDd low powu densities. Because of the need for back-up
or enerJY ICOrqe. ehe capital COIU are high and. as a ~uence, me cost of
power i. allO hip. This paper _"au a method for developtng sow .nd con·
vmciotgl merlY IOUrcet in combination 10 as co avoid ebe need fo~ ener.JY
ICOn,e and to lrovide a Ioad·following capability which will be compatJble WIth
aormsl decnan curves. The COIC of such eoerlY gmeration is alcut-ted and
appears to be compecitive with current enerlY cosu.

The current energy crisis has encouraged
boch government and industry to take a
new look at nonfouil energy sources. Of the
various alternatives, solar·related energy
offen a unique combination of unlimited
supply, environmental benignity, and a
natural harmony between the increasing
demands for energy and the complex eco
logical balance of the world in which we
live.

Despite its actracti"e features, solar
related energy is not without its own set of
problems. The sun does not always shine
and the wind does not always blow. Further
more, solar energy density is relatively low,
so that large land areu and high capital in
vestments are required to support large.
scale solar power generation.

In Oklahoma, we are particularly for·
tunate in our solar energy resources and,
in particular, in the availability of strong
.teady winds. Of all solar·related energy
sources, wind power appears to be the most
promising for immediate use. It draws on
ex~st~ng technology, is compatible with
~ISt.lI~g use patterns, and an provide a
..gnlflant share of our nations energy
needs without adverse environmental con.
sequences.

Approximately 2% of all solar radiation
!O the ean~ is converted to kinetic energy
I';' the~h s at~phere (I). The resulting
clreulataon and Its Interaction with land and
water mUleS determine the naCUre of the
wind petterns in any given pan of the
worlc!. In the United States, the coatal
margins and the Great Plains, from Texas
tbtOUJh the DakotaS, are the most promia
ina gqraphic locations for the develop
meat of energy from the wind. In both
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regions, the average winds are high and the
periods of zero wind are infrequent.

The total kinetic energy flux of a wind
column with a cross section of one square
meter is:

K.E. flux :::~2 =t ti = .0624 V:ikg m/sec

Since the air cannot be brought to zero
speed by rotating blades which are extrac
ting energy from the air column. the ideal
efficiency for a wind-powered rotor is ap
proximately 60%. The actual kinetic energy
flux which is available from a unit area
is therefore:

K.E. ::: 0.0375 V:lkg m/sec
flux

::: 0.00037 V~kw

It is important to recognize that the mean
velocity as normally reported should not
be used in calculating the long.term wind
power potential for a specific location. Mean
wind velocity is defined as the arithmetic
mean, the sum of the observations divided
by the number of observations. Since we
are interested in a quantity which is a
funct~on of velocity cubed. the mean-energy
f!eloclly must be used for other than in
stantaneous energy calculations.

Column 3 of Table 1 shows the frequency
~istribution of the wind for the year 1966
lD the central Oklahoma area. It is based
OD research carried out by the National
Severe Storms Laboratory located in Nor
man (2). The mean annual wind velocity
for that year was 11.34 knoes, (5.84 m/sec).
The Innual mean-energy wind velocity,
however, was 14.07 knoes (7.25 m/sec), an
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Average Velodty Frequen('y (1) X (3) V~ (3) X (5) (3) X a.)
Distribution (knotS)3 FIAt RAte

knot .. m/se<'. to 12k

(I) (2) (3) (4) (5 ) (6) (7)

0 0 0.009 0 0 - -
I 0.515 0.023 0.023 I - -
3 1.545 0.056 0.168 27 1.5 1.5
5 2.575 0.091 0,455 125 11.4 11.4
7 .~.605 0.141 0.987 .~43 48,4 48.4
9 4.635 0.133 1.197 729 97.0 97.0

II 5.665 0.145 1.595 l.HI 19M 193.0
13 6.695 0.116 1.508 2197 254.8 254.8
15 7.725 0.080 1.200 3375 270.0 270.0
17 8.755 0.062 1.054 4913 .~04.6 304.6
19 9.785 0.050 0.950 (.859 .~43.0 343.0
21 10.815 0.037 0.777 9261 342.6 342.6
H 11.845 0.025 0.575 12167 304.2 266.2
25 12.875 0.014 0.350 15625 218.8 149.0
28 14,420 0.018 0.504 21952 395.1 191.7

1.000 11.343 2784.4 24H,2

I. The annual mean wind velocity is 11.34 kn!ji7~l14 m/sec)
2. The annual mean-energy wind velocity is .:.= 14.07 knots (7.2~i4~U)
.t The annual mean energy wind velocity with a nat rate speed of 22k is ..:.= 13.52 knou

(6.% m/sec)

increase of 24%. Since the output varies
with the cube of the wind velocity, the cal
culated energy outputs differ by a factor
of two.

The above relationship is true, however,
only if the generating system is capable of
absorbing all the wind energy at the maxi·
mum wind speeds. In the central Oklahoma
area, this would require an installed gene·
rating capacity of about 1.10 kw per square
meter of swept rotor area.

Capacity = 0.00037 (14.4)3 = 1.10 kw/m2

From a cost-effectiveness standpoint, this
would be an excess of capacity, however,
since the generator would be operating at
maximum output less than two percent of
the time. Using a more realistic installed
capacity of 0.55 kw/m2, the flat rate wind
speed is just over 22 knots (11.33 m/sec)
and the mean-energy wind velocity is reo
duced to 13.52 knots (6.96 m/sec). Figure
I shows a plot of specific output for a wind
mill which starts to generate power at wind
speeds of 6 knots and develops a constant
OUtput above 22 knots.

Although the start-up speed is not critical
~rom the standpoint of total power output,
it does define the period during which no
power is being generated, in this case about
18% of the time.

Assuming a combined efficiency of 65%

for the aerodynamic, mechanical and elec
trical components of the windpower system,
the annual specific output is:

Annual output = 0.00037 (6.96):1(8760)
(0.65) = 710 kwh/m2/yr

The annual output for various rotor die
ameters is shown in Table 2. The two small
er diameters represent units suitable for
private homes. The 48-meter unit represents
a size which may be the maximum praCtical
diameter for central station units.

TABLE 2. 'l'/inti rotor output I'S. Jill",,"r.

l'lwel.t ltl~("lle<l Powt"r
!llametE'r ;\rt-H j'al'al'lty Output

III rt n1;: kw kwh/yr

4 13.1 12.6 6.9 9000

8 26.2 50.3 27.7 36000

16 52.S 201.1 101.6 143000

~2 105.0 804.2 442.3 571000

~8 157.5 1810.0 995.5 1285000

It is interesting to note that the frequency
distribution of wind direction in central
Oklahoma favors the north-south quadrants,
as shown in Figure 2. About 53% of the
winds are from the south, 22% from the
north, 14% from the east and 10% from
the west. The winds are calm during the
remaining one percent of the time. Thi.
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skewed distribution (.'Ould be an important
factor in optimizing the discribution of
windmills in • wind-energy farm complex.

As with any new technology. the initial
unit COlts for wiodpower generators will be
hiah. Until the inevitable "bup" ate work
ed OUt of the pl'OlOtJpe systems. the opera
tina COltS will abo be high. Assuming that
tbeIe early hurdles can be pesaed success
fully. it appears that I.....scale wiodpower
pneradoa IJIteftSt can be built for about
$ZOO (l97.() per installed kilowatt (3).

Some authors have suggested capital costs
as low as $150 per iostalled kw (4). This
compares with today's costs of $200-$350
for (.'Onventional fossil fuel plants and $5()()"
$600 for nuclear planu. W indpower sys
tems. however, will require three to five
times the installed capacity for the same
anoual output. This relationship is a <no·
sequence of the low load faaors of solar
related ener8Y systems, 15%-25% as com
pared to 70%-809f) for the more coovention
aI systems.
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Assuming 20% load factor, a 4O-year pay
back of capital, a 10% return on investment,
and a cooservative allowance for operating
costS, windpower systems should produce
electricity at an average of about 2.5 cents
(1974) per kilowatt hour in central Okla
homa.
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FIGURE 2. Frequency distribution of wind di·
rection.
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The intermittent charaCter of the wind
leads inevitably to a consideration of energy
storage or auxiliary power sources. Both
hydrogen and pumped water have been
suggested as suitable energy storage
methods. Despite some attractive features of
both storage techniques, I believe that the
associated capital costs will rule them out
for other than special situations.

For the more general case, I would like
to suggest the possibility of meeting the
intermittency problem as well as improving
the overall economics of windpower
through combination with other energy
sources. Specifically, a grid of well-designed
wind generators is entirely compatible with
high-yield agriculture. Furthermore, either
fossil or nuclear power plants could be
located in the same area, benefitting from
a symbiotic relationship with the other two
energy sources.

NUCLEAR
POWERPLANT
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Pipre 3 .how. ao idealized model of
such a complex. It cootists of a rectaogular
land area of about 80 lqWU'e miles. A por·
don of the complex is covered with a grid
of large.efiameter windmil" for generating
electrical power. The surface beneath the
wiodmil" is devoted to agriculture or
forestry. A fossil or nuclear power plant
is located in the center of tbe land area
in .uch a way tbat the cropland serves as
a greenbelt buffer zone.

The relatioothip between these three
energy·generating modes is such that the
output can be adjusted to meet normal
demand requirements without the need for
energy storage.

Looking first at the windpower com·
ponent, a grid of windmills is capable of
in.talled power densities as high as 50,000
kw per square mile in central Oklahoma.
To the first approximation, this potential is
independent of rotor diameter. A large
number of small units will have essentially
the same output as a small number of large
uniu. Thus the optimum grid configuration
and the size of the basic windpower unit
may be based on other considerations, such
.. capital COSts and joint land use.

Assuming a power density of 40,000 kw
per square mile and a capital COSt of $200
per installed kilowau, the capital invest
ment for the mechanical uniu themselves
would be approximately $8,000,000 per
square mile or $12,500 per acre.

An obvious use for the land beneath the
wind rotors would be to grow traditional
food Brain crops such as wheat or rye or
~rn. ~n alte~native we would be to grow
hlgh'yleld bIomass crops which, when
harvested and burned in a conventional
steam power plant, could furnish fill·in or
peaking power for low.wind or high.
energy·demand situations.

. The heat content of dry organic biomass
15 about 7500 Btu per pound. Some existing
planrs, includiog eucalyptus, sugar cane,
and sorghum, can produce 20 tons of bio
mass per acre per year under favorable
gro~ing conditioos (S). Tree farming is
particularly attraerive in arid regioos which
cannot support bigh.yield shallow.rooted
crops without irrigation. but which have
~uare warer at levels wbich can be ex.
p~ired by the deeper roots of many high.
)'aeJcl trees.

Assuming a produerivity of 18 tons per
acre per year, a generating plant efficiency
of 35%, and an 80% load faeror, one square
mile of organic energy farm could support
an installed capacity of 2500 kw.

An auractive feature of organic energy
farming is its potential for producing sub
stitutes for conventional fossil fuel through
pyrolysis, hydrogenation and bio-coover·
sion. The resulting products are oil, me
thanol, medium-Btu gas, and char. Under
certain conditions of excess wind power
production, the surplus wind energy could
be used to provide process heat for pyrolyz.
ing the collected biomass.

This ability of organic fuels to provide
either direct heat for generating electricity
or acceptable substitutes for fossil fuels is
unique among solar-related energy sources.
It could be particularly attractive in easing
the transition as we move away from
energy·use patterns which depend on port
able fossil fuels toward a longer-range de
pendence on essentially inexhaustible solar
energy or nuclear fusion.

The provision for a conventional genera
ting plant at the center of the complex
recognizes that both fossil and nuclear
power will be with us for a long time. It
also increases the total output of the energy
(arm and contributes to the flexibility of
the entire complex. At the same time, the
power plant can use irrigation water im
poundments as cooling ponds, can make
joint use of solar farm facilities and as men
tioned before, would be separated from p0
tential public conflictS bv a green belt of
fields. or f~rests. A nuciear plant would
benefit particularly from this isolation and
from the relative ease with which security
could be enforced.

Clearly, the combination energy farm is
an attractive possibility, offering a high
degree of environmental benignity and an
unparalled flexibility for meeting present
and future energy demands. It avoids en.
rirely the need for high-cosr energy storage.

A major question remains. Is it economi.
cally feasible?

Using the 8O-square.miJe complex as an
ex~ple,. it is possible to make some apo
proxul~atlons of the capital investment and
operatlOg expenses, and to compare these
COSts with the value of the generated energy.



In order co simplify the calculations, it will
be assumed that all energy output is in the
form of electricity rather than a combina
tion of electricity and substitute organic
fuels.

If the total land requirements of the
central power plant, along with the organic
generating plants, the service areas and the
roads are assumed to be 15 square miles,
the land available for organic farming and
windpower is 65 square miles. The total
cost of the land at $500 per acre is approxi
mately $26 million.

The wind generator units are assumed to
have an i05talled power density of 40,000
kw per square mile. an average load factor
of 0.20, a capital cost of $200 per installed
kw, and an annual operating cost of $16 per
installed kw. A list of the assumptions is
shown in Table 3.

Total land area
Productive land area
Land cost

80 sq. mi.
65 sq. mi.
S500/acre

n

preparation and planting, a capital expendi
ture, is assumed to be $800 per acre.

The con...entional .power plant portion of
the energy farm is assumed to be a light
water-reactor nuclear plant with an install
ed capacity of 500.000 lew. This represents
a conservative cost assumption with respect
to an equivalent fossil plant. The capital
cost is $550 per i05talled kw. The a...erage
load factor is 0.80 and the total annual
operating costs are $35 per installed kw.

Finally, in calculating the annual costs
of operating the energy farm, the capital
costs are amortized over a ",O·year period
and provisions are made for 10% return on
investment.

The total annual output for all three
components of the energy farm is 9.20 X
1011 kilowatt hours per year as shown in
Table 4.

The total capital investment for the entire
energy farm, exclusive of the power distri·
bution network, is $970 million as shown in
Table 5.

The organic power system has a produc
tivity and an i05talled capacity of 2500 kw
per square mile at an average load factor of
0.80. The capital cost for the steam power
plant is $250 per installed kw and the total
annual operating cost for all aspects of
planting, harvesting, and power generation
IS $60 per installed kw. The initial land

TABLE 5. Cllpit,,1 itUlestme," 10,. e""'gy 1-.

In the first year of steady-state operating
conditions. the annual costS of the energy
farm are $198 million as shown in Table
6. Based on an annual output of 9.20 X lOS'
kwh per year, the cost per kilowatt hour
is 2.15 cents.

Although this cost is higher than the
electrical generating costs in many parts of
the country, it is not much higher and is,
in fact. encouragingly close. Furthermore.
there is a strong likelihood that fossil-fired

Windpower
Power density
Load factor
Capital cost
Annual operating cost

Organic power
Power density
Load factor
Steam power plant
Planting Ik. land prep
Annual operating cost

Nuclear power
Installed capacity
Load factor
Capital cost
Annual operating cost

40.000 kw/sq. mi.
0.20
S200/kw
Sl6/kw

2500 kw/sq. mi.
0.80
S250/kw
SSOO/acre
S6O/kw

500,000 kw
0.80
S550/kw
S35/kw

Land

Windpower units

Organic steam plants

Initial planting & prep

Nuclear plant

Controls & misc.

S 26.000,000

520,000,000

41,000,000

33,000,000

275,000.000

75,000.000

S970.000.000

TABLE 4. A",,1U1 pou'" output 01 the eII"'gy 1-.
Wind 65(40000) (0.20) (8760) = 4.5SxlO" kwh/yr

Organic 65(2500) (0.80) (8760) = 1.14](10" kwb/yr

Nuclear 500,000 (0.80) (8760) = J.5IxlO" kwb/yr
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power will increase in cost more rapidly
when the utility industry's long·term (and
low-cost) fuel contracts will have run
out or when the pollution control costs
lIUOCiated with new fossil fuels are fuHy
realized in the generating COltS.

Although solar-organic farms appear to
be environmentally auractive when com·
pared with scrip mining or oil shale opera·
tions, they are not without foreseeable prob.
lems. fertilizer availability and runoff,
for example, will require considerable
.tudy, as will the availability of water and
the long.cerm effeer on the water table.
Even though foresu and croplands may be
aetthetically pleasing, long Jines of tall
wind towers marchinR across the landscape
may be dinasteful to a large number of
people.

On the other hand, the possibilities for
recreational use of energy forests for hunt·
ing, fishing, and camping appear promising
and could go a long way toward enlisting
public support.

FinaUy, I do not mean to suggest by this
simplified model that the solar energy farm
sho~ld be • rigidly defined rectangle of
dedicated land. The practical difficulty of

Ileaata 011 jayetCalftlC

AIIIOfCiJaioo
WiDdpowu opendom

Orpoic power operatioos

Nuclar power operations

MjlCelJaaeocJ.

$ 97,000,000

2".250,000

"1,600,000

9,750,000

17,400,000

8,000,000

S198,000,000

carving out such large tractS in most parts
of the country would be prohibitive. Real!s
ticaUy, a solar energy farm could CODSlSt
of both public and privat~ lands, not all
contiguous, so long as the Interconnect ~nd
transportation problems are not excessive.
Ie could possibly be struetu~ in ~he S8!De
way :IS existing farm coperatlves. lD which
the lands are privately held and operated,
but the crops, by pre-arrangement, are sold
to a common processor.

The variations within the general oudine
are almost limitless and could be tailored
to the specific needs and resources of each
geographic region.
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